Welcome to the Alberta Business Family Institute’s 12th annual Signature Event!

Each year we recognize a leading Canadian business family and ask them to share their unique story with us. This year we are honoured to welcome the Hutchinson Family. Tonight they will share their remarkable journey with us.

Thank you for supporting this event through your attendance and sponsorship. Your support makes it possible for the Alberta Business Family Institute to help business families succeed for generations to come.

Allison Maher
Chair, Advisory Board Alberta Business Family Institute

The Hutchinson Family

Zero to 100 in 20 years! The Hutchinson Family share their perspective from humble beginnings to family business success and succession. Passionately keeping the family together and interested by working hard, playing hard, and building relationships.

The family flagship, Daytona Homes, is a prominent residential homebuilder and land developer with operations in Edmonton, Lethbridge, Grande Prairie, Regina and Saskatoon. The family’s second corporate group, Hutchinson Acquisitions Corp., applies a disciplined entrepreneurial approach and win-win partnerships to real estate, housing operations, and acquisition assets including the largest fleet of concrete pumps in western Canada. Join us as we celebrate this leader in family business for a candid reflection on their rapid evolution, and how they’re building the structures needed to go forward.

Presenting: Ralph, Janet, Tally, Casey and Dallas Hutchinson

Moderator

Rich Groom, RHU

Rich is a partner at Fairley Erker Advisory Group, a leading provider of insurance planning, risk management, and employee and executive benefit services.

Rich previously served on the Edmonton Board of ADVOCIS, and is a member of CALU, the conference for advanced life underwriters in Canada. Rich is an Executive Vice Chairman of Junior Achievement and Chairman of the Speakers Committee for Edmonton Synergy. Rich also served on Gary Mar’s fundraising committee during the Alberta PC Election in 2011.
The Alberta Business Family Institute presents an evening with,

Signature 2014

The Hutchinson Family

October 28 | The Westin Calgary, October 30 | The Westin Edmonton

Good Company
What a rare and special Joy it is
to see and meet good company
Where all unite through common vision,
A vision unattainable alone.
Where each has learned to share a special gift with Gladness
When mutual respect has led to
Mutual acceptance
Group support surrounds the leadership
And leaders say without regret your company is worth the effort

Boris Kramer, Sculptor
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Alberta Business Family Institute

Vision
We exist to ensure that business families succeed for generations to come.

Mission
We develop and strengthen business families by providing education and resources tailored to their unique challenges.

Values
We uphold the core values of education and family entrepreneurship by maintaining a high code of ethics, client relations, team spirit, and community development.